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Since 2008, the stock  market has not had any corrections over 20% 

and barely a half-dozen over 10%.

65% of  investors surveyed by UMichigan see stocks rising over the 

next 12 months, more than the past-peak 62% in 2007 and 2014

October, historically, marks the low in annual bear corrections, 

yet we are hitting all-time highs this month.

This Time, It’s Different

Remember how Warren Buffet described the nature of  Bull Markets



AN OBVIOUS CONCLUSION

Over the years, the stock market has spent

• About 1/3 of  the time going down

• About half  of  the time recovering those losses

• And only about 15% of  the time making a profit for you

If  you were out of  the market during the big downturns,

you would spend less time recouping the smaller losses 

and more time making bigger profits



BEAR MARKETS TAKE DECADES

TO FULLY REGAIN REAL VALUE

16 years

29 years

28 years

16 years

Inflation Adjusted

S&P 500



Since World War II,

All But 9 Corrections Were Recovered Within Months

All market declines of up to 20% were recovered in a matter of months,

resulting in profitable results over any twelve month period

Half were less than 5%

Data courtesy of Delta Investment Management



As Recessions Near, Market Prices Drop Sharply
while wiggles between recessions are recouped quickly  

Cumulative gain in SP500 from 1/2000 to 4/2016 was 42%

Cumulative gain, if in cash during two bear declines, was 546%

Sell at about 15,000, 

sit in cash til recession ends,

Rebuy almost twice as many 

shares at 8,000

Sell at about 16,000

Rebuy about twice as 

many shares at 8,000

recessions



And The Traditional Red-Flag  

the Inverted Yield Curve 

Forewarns Much Too Far In Advance



Using 10 Month SMA Avoids Big Losses, 

but still Incurs Profit-Draining Whipsaws

Whip-saws re-enter 

at higher price 

than exited



Recession Avoidance Model (RAM) seeks to: 
1. Spot recessions shortly before they begin (canary in the coal mine),

2. Signal when stock market starts major decline (sell-trigger)

3. Signal when stock market starts recovery upward (re-entry trigger)

4. Between recessions (every 4 to 8 years), hold and tolerate whipsaws

Problem 1:  Stock market starts to drop before recession begins

Problem 2: NBER announces start of recessions 2 quarters after each recession starts

Problem 3: Stock market tends to recover before recession is considered to be over

Problem 4: NBER announces end of recessions 1 or 2 quarters after each recession ends

Economists Are More Than A Day Late

and More than A Dollar Short 



RAM Avoids Whipsaws By Using Market Timing Only 
When Real Retail Sales, yoy, Are less  than Zero

Hold positions as long as 

Retail Sales are greater 

than last year

Correctly called all11 recessions, shortly before they began

RAM “avoided” all 7 false calls by selling only if market went below MA10 month 

Use Market Timer to 

determine whether to 

fold or to hold

At +2.2% yoy,

No Recession is 

currently in sight

Correctly 

called every 

recession in 

advance 

since WWII

Plus a half-dozen 

that did not “recess”



Staying Out of Harm’s Way

Avoids Big Pains and Keeps Big Gains

Worst Whipsaw (17%) 

was fully recovered 

within 9 months 



Recession Avoidance Method

RAM

A Simple, Low-Effort Strategy

 Hold Long positions as long as Real Retail Sales are greater than last year, 
ignoring Timing and Drawdowns as long as monthly real retail sales are not below 
prior year

 Whenever monthly real retail sales drop below zero, yoy, start tracking an Index 
every week-end against its 10 month (or 200 trading day) moving average 

 Move into cash (or hedge or use a Contra), while Index Price remains below MA10

 Return to Long position when Price moves above MA10



RAM Performance 

over past 24 years Is Impressive

RAM with Contra

12.4%cpa

RAM

9.8%cpa

Just MA10

8.4%cpa

Buy & hope

7.0%cpa

Does not include dividends 
of about 2% each year

RAM max.Draw-down = 17.1%

B&H  max.Draw-down = 52.7%



RAM Made Right Calls
and Also Avoided a Half-dozen Whipsaws

out

out

in

in

Retail Sales  

negative yoy

Max DD

= 17%



RAM Procedure Is As Simple As ABC

A. After the 13th of each month, determine if real retail sales are greater than a year ago
1. In Google, type in FRED 
2. Open FRED and type in “Real Retail Sales” and, on  chart, click orange “Edit Graph” box
3. Go to Units, open menu, and click black triangle to select ” Percent Change from year ago”
4. If latest month’s value in chart is above the zero-line, real retail sales are greater than a year ago

B. If real retail sales are greater than a year ago, continue to hold and manage your long positions

C. If real retail sales are lower than a year ago, start using monthly market timing.
1. Open Stockcharts.com and type in Symbol SPY (then click go). In Daily data chart, type from Candlesticks to Solid Line 

and click update.  200 day Moving Average is red line default 

2. If SPY is above its MA200, continue to hold and manage your long positions

3. Monitor SPY daily or monthly and when SPY drops below its MA10month or MA200day, sell long holdings

a) Each mid-month (or week-end) thereafter, check Stockcharts.com to determine when SPY moves back above 
its MA10m or MA200d.    When back above MA10, buy long positions to hold until start of next recession .

b) For the adventuresome, if SPY is below MA10 for a 2nd month, buy a Contra ETF to profit from further declines 
during recession, selling the contra when SPY goes back above MA10



RAM is an Easy, Low Stress, High Return 

Jekyll Strategy

 Set up an investment portfolio to match your interests, return expectations, risk tolerance, plus your 
available time and know-how

 Ignore the “static” of daily market news, until media indicates that retail sales are slumping.

 Whenever you are concerned about a downside prospect, open FRED’s Real Retail Sales, percent 
change from year ago:

 As long as FRED’s Real Retail Sales, % change from year ago, is greater than zero, stay invested 
and enjoy life

 If and when FRED’s Real Retail Sales, yoy, approaches zero, use SPY daily chart in 
Stockcharts.com to track SPY against  its MA200-day

 When both Real Retail Sales, yoy, and SPY vs its MA200 are negative, take defensive action

 Move into cash (or hedge or use a Contra), while Index Price remains below MA10

 Return to Long position, buying more shares than sold, when Price moves above MA10

 However, you will NOT average 9.8% per year in the future, but should average 
about half-again better than the index averages 

 Because of demographics, debt burdens, and geo-politics, the U.S economy 
and stock market are not likely to do as well in the future



Stock Valuations and Ownership

Are At Unsustainably High Levels



Many Investors Also 

Like to Own Great Stocks
But the Hyde portfolio will require more time, effort, and know-how.

It better produce better results than Jekyll to justify the risks and resources

So, you might also consider mastering and using a Hyde Strategy



Of the 8,000+ professional money managers, barely two-dozen  

consistently outperform the market averages.

 Professional investment manager, economist, and financial educator, 
Graham is considered to be the father of quantitative analysis and value 
investing. He created the first hedge fund and taught security analysis 
at Columbia Business School* from 1928 through 1956 

 Graham’s books, Security Analysis, (written with David Dodd and published 
in 1934) and The Intelligent Investor, (published in 1949) are as relevant 
and useful today as when issued; are still required reading on Wall Street

 Graham laid a solid foundation for fundamental quantitative analysis and 
rational investing to avoid emotional and speculative trading

* Professor Graham Has two teaching assistants: Walter Schloss and Warren Buffet

Almost all that have produced excess returns are disciples of

Benjamin Graham



GRAHAM’S TOP DISCIPLES CONSISTENTLY

OUTPERFORMED THE MARKET

Chart by Richard Bedard in book “Excess Returns” of great investors by Vanhaverbeke



BUT NO ONE BATS 1,000
ALTHOUGH BUFFET HAS BATTED AT 830

AND ONLY LEUCADIA BATTED UNDER 500



GRAHAM’S BASIC TENETS

 In Security Analysis, he stated: "An investment operation is one which, upon 
thorough analysis, promises safety of principal and an adequate return. 
Operations not meeting these requirements are speculative.“

 ”Stock investors should not be too concerned with erratic fluctuations in stock 
prices, since ...

 ... in the short term, the stock market behaves like a voting machine (driven by 
rumors, emotions, fads, biases, and popularity) ...

 ... but in the long term, it acts like a weighing machine (i.e. true value will be 
reflected in the company’s stock price in the long run)”

 Graham recommended that investors analyze the financial state of companies. 
Only when a stock is available at a price below its ”intrinsic value” (providing a 
"margin of safety“) is that stock suitable for investment



GRAHAM’S INTRINSIC VALUE

 In the 1962 revision of Security Analysis, Graham explained the formula for investors 
to quickly determine how to rationally price their stocks.

 Intrinsic Value = EPS x (8.5 + 2 x growth rate)

 8.5 = P/E base for a no-growth, dividend-paying company

 g = reasonably expected growth rate for next 7 to 10 years (or past 5 years’ actual rate)

 For example, a stock with a 5% growth rate justifies a P/E of 18.5

 In 1974, he modified the formula to reflect that equities compete with bonds

 Intrinsic Value = EPS x (8.5 + 2 g) x (4.4/Y)

 4.4 = the average yield of high-grade corporate bonds in 1962

 Y = the current yield on 20 year AAA corporate bonds (currently, about 3.6%)



BARELY ONE-THIRD OF TODAY’S LEADING STOCKS ARE PRICED

TO PROVIDE GRAHAM’S FAVORED 50% SAFETY FACTOR



GRAHAM’S LAST WILL
DEVELOPED WITH JAMES REA IN 1970S

First five criteria for good Return Potential
1. Earnings Yield: Earnings yield at least twice the average AAA corporate bond yield.

2. Price Pull-back: Price-earnings ratio less than 40% of its high during previous two years

3. Discount to Tangible Book Value: Stock price less than or equal to two-thirds of the 
tangible book value.

4. Dividend Yield: Dividend yield at least two-thirds of the average corporate AAA bond yield. 

5. Net Current Asset Value: Stock price 2/3 below its per share net current asset value 
(NCAV = Current assets – current liabilities – long-term debt – preferred equity.)



GRAHAM’S LAST WILL, CONTINUED

Second five criteria for Strengths that lowers Risk

6. Debt to Equity: Total debt (total liabilities) less than the company’s net worth 
(Debt-to-equity ratio < 1.0).

7. Current Ratio: Current ratio greater than or equal to 2.

8. Debt to NCAV: total liabilities less than double the net current asset value.

9. Earnings Growth: Recent compound annual growth rate over 7% (ie; more 
than doubled EPS over the last ten years).

10. Earnings declines: No more than two declines in annual earnings of 5% or 
more during last 10 years .

Then wait to buy until Margin of Safety is over 50%



PERFECT TENS ARE HARD TO FIND

• Finding top prospects requires a large, comprehensive, expensive database
• A recent study by Societe Generale, backtesting the strategy since 1992, found that 

those stocks scoring 9 returned 37.1% within one year and those scoring 10 (ie; met all 
ten of Graham’s Criteria) gained 48.7% within the next year.

• However, in all listings in the entire European and US stock markets, only two or three 
stocks score 9 or better at any one point in time. Some Graham disciples build portfolios 
from stock universe with scores better than 7

http://www.iii.co.uk/sites/default/files/Stockopedia.png


AAII SI PRO MODELS OF GRAHAM RULES

PRODUCED EXCELLENT RESULTS SINCE 1998

Average Holdings = 8

Average Turnover = 27%

Refresh Monthly

RAM should improve 

results further



RECENT GRAHAM-ENTERPRISING SELECTIONS

ARE PRICED WITH ADEQUATE SAFETY MARGIN



BUFFET, A BARGAIN-SEEKING GROWTH INVESTOR, 

FAVORS MOATS AND ENDURING VITALITY

Universe is limited to primarily consumer monopolies (selling products in which there is no effective competitor), 
are in businesses that are relatively easy to understand and analyze, and have outstanding managers.

Screens for companies with :
• Strong upward trend in earnings
• Conservative financing
• Consistently high return on shareholder's equity
• High level of retained earnings and little debt
• Low level of spending needed to maintain current operations
• Profitable use of retained earning (dividends, buy-backs, acquisitions)

Prioritizes selections by projecting an annual compounding rate of return (based on historical earnings per 
share increases) to determine the earnings per share in year 10;
This figure is then multiplied by the average high and low price-earnings ratios for the stock over the past 10 
years to provide an estimated price range in year 10.

AAII Stock Investor Pro

4.30



Implementing Jekyll and Hyde Portfolios

1. Initially, invest entire investables in Index ETFs
• Equal dollars in SPY, MDY, IWM, EFA, and EEM
• Manage using RAM to avoid recessionary losses
• Rebalance to equal-dollar positions once a year to lock in some profits from winners and add to 

laggards which should move upward in “reversion to the mean”

2. Start Hyde portfolio opportunistically
• Create “universe” of great stocks using Stock Investor Pro: Graham and Buffet strategies
• Calculate Intrinsic Values (use FinViz or SI Pro for growth-rate estimate) and eliminate those 

currently priced higher than half of Intrinsic Value (ie; 50% margin of safety at current price)
• For survivors, develop data for Graham’s Ten Criteria and rank, descending, those satisfying 

seven or more Graham Criteria
• For top 5 surviving survivors (if that many), patiently wait to buy using 50/50/0 Rule

• RSI greater than 50, Price above MA50day, MACD greater than zero
• Invest 10% of total investables (extract $ from Jekyll laggards) in each of top 5 positions
• Monitor monthly, cull any “fallen stars”  

• When a stock violates two of the three 50/50/0 measures, sell and temporarily invest 
proceeds in best performing Jekyll ETF

• Repeat selection procedure quarterly and re-build Hyde portfolio to five positions, each starting 
at 10% of total investables

• When RAM signals recessionary bear-market, liquidate Hyde holdings and invest defensively



QUO VADIS?
 Next four years will be unusual times for investors, with unfavorable demographics, 

maverick politicians in major countries, and levels of debt, P/E ratios, and entitlements at 
unsustainable levels.

 Well-managed companies can capitalize on such conditions better than index investing.  May 
be prudent to supplement RAM indexing with a proven stock selection strategy.

 AAII Stock Pro transparently shows results of monthly refresh strategies.  It is low-cost 
($198/year) and relatively easy to use and implement.

 Other popular stock selection screeners are: IBD, FinViz, Zacks, Portfolio 123, Magic Formula

 But fundamental analysis can be complex and very time-consuming; and predicting future 
growth rates is speculation

 Suggest you evaluate your Hyde vs Jekyll performance once or twice a year, and shift 10% 
to 25% of your investment from weaker to stronger performing strategy



Copy of this presentation is available on email-request to HEGeissler@aol.com




